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Editors Note: 
I have had communications from Steve Clark and Chef Ricardo. 

 

Steve wrote:    We will have signup sheets for the Fish fest sausage/beer event scheduled for 

Saturday March 7th  in Crown Point at the meeting .  Sausage and pricing  same as last year. 

Note: I was given no info about sign up this month. Check with Steve to see if there are any 

opening left. ORDERING MAY BE CLOSED NOW. 

Ricardo wrote: 

These recipes are perfect for the cold weather one is Hungarian the other is Flemish…. Our 

international spy ring & Interpol has accumulated these wonderful clandestine recipes un-

seen in the western hemisphere. Brought to you from our top secret unground classified 

nameless spy-chefs. As always my location is undisclosed to maintain secrecy and safety. I 

will get them to my agent (name redacted) in Harahan shortly 

Read all about the mission and the recipes starting on Page 13 
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       Brewoff Schedule for 2020 (Subject to Change, Really) 

*BIABS = brewing in a bathing suit 

Standard Wort price $25.00        Standard Lunch price$10.00 

  For any new members, a Brewoff is a group event in which we make 50 gallons of 

beer with the Club equipment. The wort is then split up into ten, 5 gallon units. The units 

are given out to the Host(1), Brewmaster(1), Chef(1), Equipment Movers(2), and 

Grunts(5). Guests and Alternates are encouraged to sign up and join in the fun. Wort 

participants must bring their own 5 gallon fermenter, and yeast. If you are interested, 

email me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com or sign up at the meetings. Buy a truck  

 

 

Date Style Host Location Brewmaster 
1/25/20 Scotch Ale Help me fill up 

these empty 
Boxes 

 Matthew Ault 

2/8/20 Stout    

3/7/19 Rye Something Monk 7967 Barataria Blvd 
Crown Point, LA 

William 
Thompson 

4/4/20 Munich Dunkel   Somebody  
Buy 

A Truck! 

5/9/20 Something with 
the word Session 

in it 

  Your 
Name  
Here 

June Saison 
BIABS 

Neil Barnett 5636 Hawthorne Pl 
New Orleans, LA 

70124 

Neil Barnett 

July Off    

August     

September  O O X 

October  X X O 

November Learn to Home 
Brew Day 

X X O 
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Neil's place (actually his summer home ) 

Below, Neil’s Winter home 
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CCH Classifieds 
Your place to BUY and SELL (or, GIVE AWAYS) 

NOTE: I have deleted the posts. I have not heard from the members that posted the ads. Please resend if you still 

are looking to find a new home for your stuff. 

Table of Contents 
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Brew for thought (and review) 
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    Crystal and Caramel Malts 
                                                 by Mike Retzlaff 

Sometimes they’re called crystal malts and sometimes 

they’re called caramel malts.  The names seem to be 

used interchangeably.  For a long time I thought it was 

simply a matter of culture as to which name applied to 

the same thing.  In general, the Brits call them Crystal, 

Americans call them Caramel, and the Europeans call 

them Cara Malts.  Some claim there’s a difference and 

others claim there is no difference.  Who’s right? 
 

Well, there is a difference.  The late Greg Noonan 

(brewer and author) stated that crystal malts are made 

by wetting green malt and stewing the malt at 

temperature to accomplish the mashing.  The 

conversion is complete before heating the malt to 

develop color, aroma, and flavor.  Caramel malt, while 

also stewed, is not completely converted before being 

slowly heated until reaching the desired properties. 
 

Dave Kuske of Briess Malting agrees that the 

difference is in the processing.  Caramel malts are 

processed in a kiln at lower temperatures.  Crystal 

malts are drum roasted.  After stewing the green malts 

at about 156o, as is done in both processes, the crystal 

malts are then heated up to 460o which would cause the 

malts to combust if not in the controlled atmosphere of 

the drum roaster.  Caramel malts in the kiln are heated 

to around 250o.  The time spent at these temperatures 

determines the malt’s color and flavor. 
 

Crystal malts are crisper in flavor and aroma than 

caramel malts.  Noonan stated that most maltsters 

produce caramel malts as they are quicker and 

generally cheaper to produce than crystal malts. 
 

It seems prudent that if you are producing an English 

style ale, the crystal malts from British maltsters would 

be the way to go.  Almost any other maltster produces 

caramel malts.   
 

It is interesting to note that Bairds Malting in England 

makes a number of crystal malts.  Carastan and light 

Carastan are in their product line and are both crystal 

malts but bear the “Cara” in their respective names. 
 

One physical difference is that crystal malts are glassier 

than caramel malts.  CaraPils, CaraFoam, and other 

dextrin malts have that same basic quality.  They are 

tougher to crush in a roller mill. 
 

Terry Foster (beer writer and author) says, the term 

crystal malt should be reserved to describe malts that 

are truly crystal in that they exhibit even and consistent 

crystal like, glassy kernels which is possible only by 

roasting. If we accept this terminology as being 

appropriate, then it should be realized that all crystal 

malts are caramel (type) malts, but not all caramel 

malts are crystal malts. 

 

Briess Malting is really a specialty maltster.  They are 

tiny compared to many other N. American concerns.  

They utilize a number of drum roasters in different 

sizes.  Briess offers Extra Special Malt which is a 

hybrid crystal malt.  It is drum mashed just like most 

any other of their products but is roasted at a higher 

temperature to develop roasted malt properties at a 

color of 130 oL. 
 

Crystal and caramel malts are available from light to 

dark as CaraPils @ 1.3 oL or CaraFoam @1.8 oL to 

Special B @ 150 oL.  Simpsons also makes an Extra 

Dark British Crystal Malt @ 135 0L – 165 oL. 
 

Crystal and Caramel malts serve several purposes in the 

formulation of a beer recipe.  They can be used for 

back sweetening a beer, to adjust the color, to augment 

the aroma, to provide foam stability, to add body and, 

not the least of which, to enhance the flavor.  Most 

brewers use 20 oL to 60 oL malts in Pale Ale and IPA 

recipes but they need not be restricted to just this small 

spectrum of beers.   
 

These malts are used achieve a balance in the 

color/aroma/flavor of a particular brew.  The higher 

numbers assigned to a malt equal darker colors and 

more intense flavors of dark fruit, toffee, and caramel.  

Crystal and Caramel malts should be fine tuned during 

recipe development to achieve the desired results. 
 

Keep in mind that the darker the crystal or caramel malt 

you use, the quicker the beer can react unfavorably.  

With the higher end of the color spectrum, a little more 

becomes too much rather quickly.  The beer will go 

from a dried fruit flavor and aroma to bitter and harsh.  

You should approach carefully and keep good notes 

(both formulation and tasting.)  
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Traveling up to see the grandkids we made a side trip through 

Huntsville Alabama to visit Straight to Ale Brewery, too bad 

they did not open early enough for us to eat lunch. So instead 

we went to Yellowhammer Brewing, very friendly and 

knowledgeable staff. They have 18 beers on tap with a variety 

of IPAs, Belgians, Quads, strong’s and dark strong’s. The 

Frankenhammer, a seasonal 10.5% Belgian strong with a slight 

sweet malty taste. The bride of Frankenhammer 10.5%, tart 

version of the Frankenhammer, the barrel aged darkhammer 

10%, a Belgian quad and a light stout 9%. Leaving there we 

went next door to Straight to Ale, 12 + beers on tap. The first 

time we went to this brewery they were at an old warehouse that 

looked like it was I the middle to a darken field. They are now 

in a larger building with the vats through the glass behind the 

bar. The staff will let you sample any of the beers on tap and 

work with you to decide what style or taste you are looking for. 

This is a brewery we first went to for what we later found out 

was a season beer, unobtainum, a 10% old ale that is malty 

along with a little bourbon flavor since it is aged in bourbon 

barrels. There IPA, Monkeynaut is a malty citrus IPA that asked 

the question why not have another. Unfortunately we went to a 

Green Bus brewery, the staff was unfriendly, and we ordered a 

flight to sample the goods. They had wine mead, eggnog ale and 

a few others that aren’t even worth mentioning, this was the low 

point of our beer excursions.  We then moved on to find Salty 

Nut brewing, could not find it so we went to Inner Space 

brewing, this is most likely what a brew pub would look like if 

it was on a space ship. The place had 2 people at the bar and the 

bartender, they all 3 offered recommendations. We thought by 

now after 3 breweries now #4 we would try a flight. The IC3PA 

was dry-hop and a little to bitter for my taste buds along with 

the Key Lime Gose, I guess I am not a sour guy. The Blueberry 

Mikeshake was my first IPA mikeshake and was surprised by 

the sweet flavor for an IPA. OH we did ask about Salty Nut 

brewing and found we parked in front of it and walked to the 

left if we had walked right the  door was about 15 feet away, 

again 3 breweries in. Walked into Salty Nut and the bartender 

was the only person in the place, OH YEAH forgot this was a 

weekday travel adventure, we sampled an assortment of brews 

on another flight and by this time had burnt out taste buds and 

forgot to take notes, sorry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traveling back from our visit we decided to stop in Ashville to 

visit a few breweries. We got there a little early so thought we 

would get some lunch, we thought BBQ, so we pulled up 12 

Bones BBQ and found out they are also a micro brewery. They 

are located in an artsy area of Ashville with a very mixed up 

parking lot. We ended up walking through the reclaimed 

railroad terminal with multiple businesses to get to 12 Bones. 

12 bones had 4-5 beers on tap, we split 2 beers the Amber and 

the fruit tart beer, (More Jam, Less Band). They say the amber 

is smoky and malty but to us it was a good pairing for the BBQ 

pork with the side of collard greens, the More Jam Less Band 

was advertized as a fruit tart beer which worked well with the 

Jalapeno cheese grits. When we left 12 Bones we headed back 

to the car which was park by Wedge brewery, being full of 

BBQ, we split a flight with only 2 beers standing out to us, the 

Wishbones, the dark Lager that had a taste of a rich roasted malt 

flavor, the other was a strong Belgian ale, The Golem, 8+% 

wheat with a hint of fruit.  We left there and went to our #1 

brewery of the day, New Belgium, they have a great taproom 

and wide selection of beers, some only at the taproom but you 

can purchase to take home. The one that stood out to us was a 

limited edition Oakspire 9%; a bourbon barrel aged beer that of 

course we had to bring a 6 pack home.  Unfortunately only 4 

made it to the beer fridge, 2 fell out of the 6 pack holder and 

broke, and tears flowed. On to the next brewery after checking 

into our hotel, Wicked Weed at Brewpub, next restaurant with 

ample taps to sample a variety of beers, we got a flight, Freak 

of Nature IPA, Napoleon Complex Pale ale, and Black Angel, 

a cherry tart sour beer, that didn’t really have the sour taste, also 

very good food. Then last but not least since we are in the 

neighborhood may as well try Bhramari brewery, we got our 

usual mixed bag flight IPA, STOUT, Brown Ale, at this point I 

can’t remember the beers, and we did get great service and a 

very good appetizer, grilled season cauliflower.  

This is a quick version of what happens when to travel and try 

to hit as many breweries as possible in a limited amount of time. 

Brew for thought (and review) 

Submitted by Tim Powers  
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Brew for thought (and review) 

DIXIE BEER BACK IN NEW ORLEANS 

On Jan 22, Dixie Brewery had a (soft) Grand Opening at their new brewery in New Orleans East. Located at 3501 

Jourdan Rd, New Orleans, LA 70126. Heading east on I10 approaching my exit at Downman Rd, to the right, you can 

see the brewery. One word “WOW”. You really need to view it from the High Rise. Arriving at the brewery my 1st 

thought was a lot of money and time was invested just in the outside grounds. Plenty of tables and chairs plus a really 

big fire pit. Closer to the entrance, on the left is a large patio with plenty of tables and chairs. A strange view, from the 

walk up to the entrance, the I10 cannot be seen from ground (mostly). It is blocked by some very large trees. Looks 

like they planned it that way. Inside is impressive. It is nice what you can do when you are a billionaire. A lot of past 

CCH members were there. Andy Thomas (now in Houston) 

Check out their website at:  https://dixiebeer.com/ 

PETER( a brewer and currently the Brewmaster at NOLA Brewery in New Orleans)!  

GUY (Brewmaster at Dixie, currently Brewmaster at Gordon Biersch in Syracuse,NY)  

KEVIN (At the time , one of the Brewmasters at Dixie, currently the Head Brewmaster at Dixie)  

https://dixiebeer.com/
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Andy Thomas and Peter 
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FOOD & “WHINE” 

Table of Contents 

Editors Note: Looks like our chef/international/hobnobber, the  “007”  of the Cordon Bleu Culinary School of Paris.  NFL trainer prized inter-

national cookbook author just back from Belgium.  And now off again? Read belowThe following recipes are from my mission to 

{REDACTED}{OK, Partially} 

Thank you Ricardo!                                                       

 It was a normal but boring Friday morning, and 

looked like the rest of the day was sure to be the same. Man 

was I wrong. After I got up and got my coffee, I went to front 

door to check the weather. A daily ritual to see how bad Ac-

cuweather can guess the weather. Guess? If they did guess, 

their predictions would be better. At the front door, one of my 

wife’s cats left me a present. Something they do and are very 

good at doing. I think elves break in at night while I sleep and 

train them. I tried to stay up late one night to catch them, 

after more scotch than hours on the clock, I think I remember 

seeing them. Well maybe. Anyway, my thought is “This is a 

sign”. “Do not go outside”.  The voice was James Earl Jones. 

OK, sign #2. Good news I can do flawless perfect impersona-

tions………………. In my head. I tell myself, “I AM NOT GOING 

OUT OUTSIDE….. NO WAY….. NOT DOING IT….. EVER…… NO 

WAY NO WAY NO WAY…… NOT GOING TO HAPPEN.  

 So outside, I find a note on my car. The note says 

“Hungary”. I say yea! I’m going to GB for some Garlic Fries. (GB 

is short for Gordon Biersch for you hop challenged crowd). Get 

to GB and order my usual Martzen. I drink that down before I 

order any food. Can’t eat on an empty stomach. Order 2nd 

beer and garlic fries, extra garlic. Mid beer #2, waiter hands 

me a note. Open it, it reads “Hungary”. I say “Hell yea you 

moron. Where’s my garlic fries?” The waiter looked blank, 

tilted head to left and just stared into space. Looked like the 

old RCA dog commercial. Beer #3 and no fries.  

 Suddenly, my Ninja training kicks in. I am aware of 2 

people standing behind me. Without turning around I can see 

a blond-haired woman in a black trench coat and a MIB look-

ing guy. I am good. I am a ninja master. Ninjas learn to use 

anything around them to their advantage. I used the mirror on 

the wall behind the bar. I turned around and low and behold, 

(“low and behold”. Bought that at the PhrasesRus website. As 

a writer one needs a little more culture than just what you get 

from just yogurt.) it was Natasha from the beer department at 

the Rouses on Airline last month. And, MIB #2 (Men in Black). 

Didn’t see Odd Job (I call OJ). Asked if he is still making pretzels 

in his bakery. #2 said that he is now at a farm and wears a 

jacket because of me. “Me? Cool, he listened to my advice to 

change his career. Farm? Jacket? Upper management?” Hard 

to understand, think the farm was Farm Funny or Funny Farm. 

And the jacket was straight? Whatever. Then #2 looked frus-

trated (must have problems with English) and said “Ich möchte 

dich jetzt erschießen“ My limited translation was ,“I want to 

do shoot (shots) at (with) you now.“ Jaggermeister? Shoot me.  

 Natasha tells me to take this package do what it says  

Immediately. OK, I am doing this NOW. So, after 3 more beers 

I head home. I get home, step over my gift at the door and 

drop package on the kitchen table. I am doing this NOW.  

 3 weeks later I open the package. Oh no. Not again. 

Another 8-track tape. I will quote Jerry Seinfeld at this point, 

“Who are these people?” 8-track? No wonder we won the cold 

war. Since my last 8-track is still buried in the back yard, I need 

a new one. I think the people at Goodwill are starting to laugh 

at me. I may be wrong. Anyway, back at home, I setup to play 

the tape. 3-foot hole in the backyard and a shovel. So, I play 

the tape. Almost the same as last month blah blah blah, but, 

different country, contacts and recipe. Ricardo, you are killing 

me here. But ya gotta do what ya gotta do. That’s what they 

say. Have no clue who said that. The end was the same, “This 

tape will self-destruct in 5 seconds. No problem. I am ready. I 

have a shovel and a 3-foot hole. Talk about a “Shovel Ready” 

job. And in my back yard. (Hope the neighbors don’t think I am 

burying body parts. OK, it could happen).  

 Since no one offered to buy me beer last month for 

additional mission info, I guess I will just pre-release it just for 

you.  

 I need to travel to Hungary (speaking of Hungary, I 

need to go make a ham and cheese sandwich with extra mayo 

and potato chips. Sorry, ADHD. Scotch helps, I think). Good 

news, Bad news. Hungary is on the border of Romania. Roma-

nia known for Vlad Dracula, nicknamed Vlad Tepes (Vlad the 

Impaler). I may encounter illegal undocumented vampires 

crossing the border into Hungary (OK, still hungry). Good 

news. I am prepared. Double garlic fries. (Vampires) More info 

later. The recipes were in Hungary and for your enjoyment.  
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                                    Hungarian Sausage Stew with Ale 

This recipe for lecsó (LEH-tcho), a traditional sausage, tomato and bell pepper stew from 

Hungary, is made with beer for a deep, rich flavor.  

Ingredients 

• 8 ounces skinless slab bacon, sliced 1/4 inch thick and cut into 1/4-inch strips  

• 1 large Vidalia onion, thinly sliced  

• 3 large yellow bell peppers, thinly sliced  

• 3 large garlic cloves, thinly sliced  

• 12 ounces spicy Hungarian sausage (kolbász) or chorizo, thickly sliced  

• 1 1/2 teaspoons crushed red pepper  

• 1 tablespoon sweet paprika  

• 1 3/4 pounds plum tomatoes, coarsely chopped  

• 1 cup red ale or lager  

• 1 bay leaf  

• Kosher salt  

• Freshly ground pepper  

• Grilled sourdough bread, for serving  

How to Make It  
Step  

In a large enameled cast-iron casserole or Dutch oven, cook the bacon strips over moderately 

low heat, stirring occasionally, until lightly browned, about 8 minutes. Add the onion and cook 

over moderate heat, stirring, until very lightly browned, about 5 minutes. Stir in the bell peppers 

and garlic and cook, stirring occasionally, until softened and lightly browned, about 5 minutes 

longer. Stir in the sausage slices, crushed red pepper and paprika and cook for 2 minutes. Add 

the tomatoes and cook until beginning to break down, about 5 minutes. Add the beer and bay 

leaf and bring to a boil. Cover partially and cook over low heat until the vegetables are very 

tender and the sauce is slightly reduced, about 15 minutes. Season the stew with sal t and pepper 

and serve with grilled bread. 

Make Ahead  
The stew can be refrigerated for up to 3 days; gently reheat before serving. 
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Links 

CCH: 
 Membership Application Form  

Local Brewing Supply:  
 Brewstock  New location Jan 1, 2020 

Louisiana craft beer info:  
 Louisiana Craft Brewers Guild 
 
Breweries: 
 
 504 Craft Beer Reserve   

 Big Easy Bucha   

 Bayou Teche Brewing Co. 

 Brieux Carré Brewing Company  

 Broad Street Cider & Ale   

 Chafunkta Brewing Co. 

 Courtyard Brewery  

 Crescent City Brewhouse  

 Gnarly Barley Brewing Co. 

 Gordon Biersch  

 Miel Brewery & Taproom  

 New Orleans Lager & Ale Brewery   

 Old Rail Brewery  

 Parish Brewing 

 Parleaux Beer Lab  

 Port Orleans Brewing •   

 Royal Brewery  

 Second Line Brewing  

 Urban South Brewery   

Please watch this page. It will be updated, revised, edited etc every month. I have much more to add. Will be adding beer 
festivals next month 

Missing links – just email them to Hopline@CrescentCityHomebrewers.org! 

 

Go to Table of Contents  

http://nebula.wsimg.com/8b936ee96d174d878647ee731cd8bd4b?AccessKeyId=36D4361080892E33FBFA&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/8b936ee96d174d878647ee731cd8bd4b?AccessKeyId=36D4361080892E33FBFA&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://www.brewstock.com/
https://www.brewstock.com/
https://www.labeer.org/
https://www.facebook.com/504CraftBeerReserve/
http://504craftbeer.com/
https://www.bigeasybucha.com/
https://www.bigeasybucha.com/
https://bayoutechebrewing.com/
https://www.brieuxcarre.com/
https://www.brieuxcarre.com/
http://broadstreetcider.com/
http://broadstreetcider.com/
https://www.facebook.com/chafunktabrew
http://www.courtyardbrewing.com/
http://www.courtyardbrewing.com/
http://www.crescentcitybrewhouse.com/
http://www.crescentcitybrewhouse.com/
https://gnarlybeer.com/home.html
http://www.gordonbiersch.com/locations/new-orleans?action=view
http://www.gordonbiersch.com/locations/new-orleans?action=view
https://www.mielbrewery.com/
https://www.mielbrewery.com/
http://www.nolabrewing.com/
http://www.nolabrewing.com/
https://www.facebook.com/OldRailBrewingCompany/
https://www.parishbeer.com/parish-beer
https://www.parleauxbeerlab.com/
https://www.parleauxbeerlab.com/
http://www.portorleansbrewingco.com/
http://www.portorleansbrewingco.com/
http://royalbrewerynola.com/
http://royalbrewerynola.com/
http://royalbrewerynola.com/
https://www.secondlinebrewing.com/
https://www.secondlinebrewing.com/
http://urbansouthbrewery.com/
http://urbansouthbrewery.com/
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Upcoming Events 

Upcoming Events 2020 

 

February 5th   CCH Meeting @ D.H. 

February 25th   Mardi Gras 2020 

March 5th   Fish fest and brew off  (Crown Point. Sausage sign up sheets will  

     be at the January meeting.) 
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